RE: Public Testimony submittal for October 3, 2017 General Business Meeting.

Dear Chair Mizumoto and Members of the Board.
On the agenda of Board meeting September 19, 2017 there were 32 pages of
*Public Testimony on Board of Education ("Board") Agenda Items **new material
09/19/2017** .
Many testimonies referred to the state of Special Education in Hawaii Public Schools.
Because there was so much, I decided to read each one of them to see if there were
similar themes. As I noticed the similarity, I decided to produce the document below.
It was unfortunate for me, I did not get to hear this meeting.
I submit the following and look forward to the meeting minutes and how the Board
addressed so many concerns.
Because they were all separately submitted, it became a large reading assignment. It
also could appear as negative because some might perceive it as complaining.
This is NOT complaining. It is frustration with the system, going unheard, having a “it is
what it is” philosophy.
Unfortunately, Hawaii has trained those in Public School Education to submit testimony
to the BOE. There is no guarantee that the BOE will do anything with the testimonies
but acknowledge receipt.
I’m submitting this early to give you time to read this.
Condensed version of five pages rather the longer version.

Sincerely,
Susan A. Pcola-Davis
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Board of Education Meeting of September 19, 2017
Testimonies Regarding Special Education [Not an agenda item]

Special Education
CONCERNS:
The Standards‐Based IEP process.
We (teachers) need to write these standards‐based IEP but there has been a disconnect between the
standards listed on the IEP versus their functional level.
One example is writing IEP for students on a certificate track and are in Community Based Instruction
(CBI) courses. Difference between functional reading level and student not being at grade level.
My question is, when writing standards‐based IEP for students in the CBI setting, are we required to
continue to follow the standards‐based IEP structure or do teacher base the goals on their functional
levels?
Hawaii schools need uniformed data based programs to be used for collecting baselines for what the
student CAN do. This brings me to the GRADE. What a joke! I have a student reading near 1st and 2nd
grade levels and they MUST do the 7th grade GRADE assessment to assess their reading?! All this gave
the student and myself was frustrating and let me know what they can NOT do. I did not use ANY of this
GRADE information in the IEP PLEP because it is irrelevant. Do away with the GRADE!
Another issue is regarding standards‐based IEPs for students in the Community‐Based Instruction (CBI)
classrooms. How do SPED teachers create standards‐based goals if their students are not at grade level
standards? If we are expected to base goals on their functional levels, there is no place on the IEP
document to address both functional and grade level goals.

eCSSS System.
As someone who mentors new SPED teachers, it's very difficult teaching them to navigate a system that
isn't user friendly. I'm sure there are simple systems out there to write IEP so I think the department
needs to look at other systems that would make it user friendly for all SPED teachers.

Special Ed teachers and General Ed teachers.
The additional responsibilities of a special education teacher surpasses that of a regular education
teacher.
Overwhelmed with duties that go beyond the role of a teacher.
Special education teachers are responsible to develop Individual Education Plans (IEP) for their students.
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Although we are not necessarily the "teachers" to those students, we have to:








monitor progress,
create data sheets,
fill out and send home progress reports (beyond the regular report cards),
document everything that occurs,
maintain federal and state compliance issues,
communicate with outside agency providers (if applicable),
attend IEP meetings almost daily (staying way beyond 3:00pm) and the list goes on and
on. The additional responsibilities of a special education teacher surpasses that of a
regular education teacher.

We don't have specific language in our teacher contract that gives us protection and rights to our
differing responsibilities.
There is a lack of special education teachers that is a constant threat to the quality of public education
these students deserve.
Being a Special Ed teacher and being a care coordinator are two separate jobs and should be treated as
such.
General Ed teachers do not have the experience or knowledge of what the multiple roles entail to
include time, energy, effort, and knowledge that is needed to be successful as a special Ed teacher and
care coordinator at the same time.
Many Special Education students are placed in a regular education classroom with little or no support.



A huge gap exists between what these students can do on their own and what their new
classrooms demand of them.
Please HELP these Special Education students to HELP themselves. Make available tutoring
outside of the classroom to bridge the gap between their skill level and grade level.

The amount of work and expectation does not match the pay. Perhaps a special incentive pay or extra
planning time would convince more folks to apply and stay in the positions.
IEPs take a lot of time to do the right way. Give us the time and training we need.
Training is lacking. We were sat down and trained on IEP writing in one long day and we never had
follow up training.
We should each have a mentor who goes through the first few IEPs with us until we've got the hang of it
"Inclusion" teachers are being scheduled so that their attention is divided between multiple classes and
grade levels, when best practice would have a special educator in one consistent class for the day.
Special educators are expected to perform as inclusion teachers without the resource of time.


Just putting more students in the general educational classroom won’t produce academic gains,
it could have the opposite effect. Only focusing on placing special needs students in the
classroom without the proper support can be very damaging.
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If special education students are feeling overwhelmed with the general educational curriculum,
they tend to shut down or behavior issues tend to accumulate.
If a student is doing work at their instructional level which is different than their peers, they
could shut down or it could create negative behavior problems.
Just focusing on putting special needs students in the general educational classroom can also
interfere with the general educational students’ academic achievement.
Forcing special education students into the general education classroom without proper
supports can create major problems.
If we truly want to increase academic achievement in the general educational classroom for
students with special needs it will take more support for those students than what the
proportional methodology is currently allocating!

Because of the high turnover of special education teachers, many are new to the school and are not
given adequate training in the co‐teaching/inclusion model.
Special education teachers are expected to plan and teach in the same fashion as general educators, and
keep up with the requirements of writing and implementing IEPs, ensuring that plans are implemented
and services are carried out as the care coordinator.
Difference in Pay
Instead of paying teachers who leave special education and then come back to the field the ten‐
thousand‐dollar bonus, why not just pay that to us now so we will be able and willing to stay for more
than just a few years.
Board advocate for Individual Education Program (IEP) Meetings to be done during the contractual
school day and/or allow administrators the ability to pay teachers more for work outside the contractual
school day. This would significantly help with recruitment and retention of special education teachers.
Safety
Hiring more one‐to‐one EAs
BOE Policy
According to BOE Policy 105.13, " The appropriate inclusion of students with disabilities in regular
classroom environments requires: Appropriate staffing, adequate planning time, resources, and
supports necessary to maintain a student in the least restrictive setting. This includes support and
training for special education and general education teachers."
We further sabotage our students with special needs by holding them to the same grade level standards
as their peers when, by law, teachers are modifying lessons to these students' levels so that they are not
completely frustrated (which often leads them to give up instead of progress from where they are).
Setting an increasing percentage goal for placing students in Inclusion classes fails to recognize the
needs of those unable to succeed in that setting due to their disabilities. This goal may even be violation
of Federal law.
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In 2017 the previous Department of Education leadership’s new strategic plan calls for higher amount of
special education students to be placed in the general educational classroom without any new supports
or positions. Hawaii has the lowest national test scores and has the lowest number of students receiving
their special educational services in the general education classroom. The problem isn’t due to too much
pulled out servicing, it is because we have overcrowded schools, overcrowded classrooms, and not
enough positions, thanks to the cuts to the staffing formula.
Most of Policy 105‐13: Inclusion, is not happening. Yes, the IEP meetings comply because all IEP Team
members are present and provide input at the meeting. However, outside of the meeting there is no
consistent format or vehicle of collaboration between the staff members involved with the students.
Outside of the IEP team meetings collaboration is near nonexistent. I have taken it upon myself to create
Google documents that serve as live, ongoing notes for students with IEPs that I see in my various
classes, as well as “snapshot” documents of students on my caseload so that the staff who service the
student can see summarized condensed important and relevant information about the student, as well
as a table that includes all the staff and their contacts who serve the student. I have received positive
feedback for from my fellow teachers about this system thus far.
Another portion of Policy 105‐13 states, in part, that there are appropriate resources and supports for
the students on IEPs. I just held my first annual IEP and it was challenging to gather baseline data on the
student because there was and is no clear curriculum, tools, assessments, etc. to be used to collect the
most accurate baseline measures of the students reading, writing, and math. I was referred to the STAR
testing. However, this is a sterile standardized test taken on a computer; I have not heard the student
read to me, I have not been able to see his thought process in solving math; I have not seen how the
students goes about planning and executing their writing.
Hawaii schools need uniformed data based programs to be used for collecting baselines for what the
student CAN do. This brings me to the GRADE. What a joke! I have a student reading near 1st and 2nd
grade levels and they MUST do the 7th grade GRADE assessment to assess their reading?! All this gave
the student and myself was frustrating and let me know what they can NOT do. I did not use ANY of this
GRADE information in the IEP PLEP because it is irrelevant. Do away with the GRADE!
The same portion of Policy 105‐13 also states that training for general education and Special Education
teachers is made available. Tying this with the portion of the policy that mentions the development of
multiple teaching and learning techniques and strategies that support collaboration for services for
those with IEPs.
I am told that I am to “co‐teach” with the 4 teachers who span 2 subject matters, 3 different grade
levels, and 6 different class periods. However, none of the general education teachers and none of the
special education teachers at my school have had training on co‐teaching.
Policy 105‐12: Special Education and Related Services also lists that staff are to be provided staff
development and teacher training relevant to SPED services. Newly hired SPED teachers and related
service members had a two‐day IEP training to go over the IEP program used by Hawaii. This is not
sufficient; to learn one program but not the reasoning and foundational theories and practices that
drive this program and that drive the policies for what we are required to do.
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Develop a system to ensure both general and special education teachers have enough planning time to
dive into curriculum and make modifications and/or accommodations. Because Special Education
teachers act as classroom teachers and case managers, there is not enough time within our contractual
hours to plan effectively to address students' needs.
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AGENDA ITEM VI, B, BOARD ACTION ON UPDATES TO STRATEGIC
PLAN INDICATORS (TEACHER VACANCIES)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2017
COREY ROSENLEE, PRESIDENT
HAWAII STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
Chair Mizumoto and Members of the Committee:
The Hawai’i State Teachers Association supports revising the “teacher positions
filled” indicator of the Joint BOE-DOE 2017-2020 Strategic Plan to include only the
percentage of positions filled by SATEP (state approved teacher education program)
completing teachers as of August 1st of each school year. Currently, the Strategic
Plan’s “positions filled” indicator includes teachers who have not completed a
SATEP program, such as emergency hires. Including only SATEP teachers will hold
the department to a more rigorous standard in reducing teacher turnover and
incentivize the recruitment and retention of quality, well-trained educators.
That said, we encourage the board to maintain the higher percentage goal of 98
percent of teacher positions filled each year. With approximately 13,000 teaching
positions in Hawai’i’s public school system, every 1 percent equals roughly 130
teachers. Thus, decreasing the state’s 2020 SATEP goal from 98 percent to 96
percent equates to a reduction of approximately 260 teachers, leaving potentially
thousands of students without a qualified teacher to provide effective instruction
and guide their learning processes.
Additionally, we request the provision of the following data from the department.
First, and in alignment with the DOE’s suggested revision, how many teacher
vacancies existed on August 1 of the 2017-2018 school year and how many active

teachers held SATEP certifications as of that date? Second, how many students
were being given instruction by a non-SATEP teacher at any point during the 20162017 school year, including long-term substitutes. Knowing this data would afford
timely insight into the extent of the state’s teacher shortage crisis and, in turn, lay
an up-to-date foundation upon which stakeholders may build strategies to solve the
problem.
Every child deserves a first-rate learning experience. Please consider our
recommendations, offered on behalf of all public school teachers, when amending
the Strategic Plan to increase our children’s access to qualified teachers.

